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By Go Osaka

Kurodahan Press, Japan, 2008. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book
***** Print on Demand *****.Spain was still under the domination of the Franco dictatorship in
1975, and Japan itself harbored fears of terrorism by the radical left. Freelance public relations
expert Urushida Ryo is asked by one of his major clients to help locate a man sought by famous
Spanish guitar craftsman Jose Ramos: a Japanese guitarist known as Santos, who had visited
Ramos workshop twenty years earlier. In spite of his outstanding guitar technique, it had proved
impossible to find him in Japan s flamenco guitar world. Urushida begins to trace Santos footsteps
from the scarce leads remaining. Author Osaka draws heavily on his own experiences in the
advertising industry to portray the intense competition surrounding advertising agencies and their
musical instrument manufacturing clients, as well as behind-the-scenes deals with consumer
action groups. The story delves into the secrets surrounding the Red Star of Cadiz, a legendary
guitar created by a master craftsman during the Spanish Civil War, and the desires and losses of the
people around it. And as Urushida probes deeper he is gradually pulled in a vortex of intrigue
involving the Spanish ultra-left...
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This sort of publication is everything and made me seeking forward and much more. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I
am easily could possibly get a delight of reading through a created pdf.
-- Quinton Balistreri-- Quinton Balistreri

A really amazing ebook with lucid and perfect answers. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You are going to like the way the
blogger write this pdf.
-- Prof. Bertram Ullrich Jr.-- Prof. Bertram Ullrich Jr.
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